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A. SUMMARY AND RECCMMENDATION 

A stOl.'ln sewer is pla:nned to disoharge into the Mississippi River :t'rom its 

west bank just below St. lmthony Falls. The sewer pipe is 12 ft in diameter and 

its oenterline will make an angle of about 60.° with the river.batik at the point 

of disoharge. At that point the river is used by barges approaching a Ipok at 

the Falls. The water level is olosely oontl:'olled at 750. ft, MSL. 

It is required that sewer disoharges should not produoe local mean oross

flow velooities in the rivel:' in exoess of 4 fps at a sewel:' deSign disoharge of 

170.0. cf's nor in exoess of 2 fps at the more likely discharge of 50.0. oi's., The 

river bed is sandstone at elevation 739.3 ft MSL and the sewer invert has been 

designed to interseot the river bank at that elevation. Beoause of the rook, 

it is desired to diffuse or spread the flow horizontal.ly at the sewer outlet 

to aohieve the required velooi ties rather than to dissipate energy in a con

ventional stilling basin. The sewer pipe is laid on a straight tangent of at 

least 60.0. ft length at a uniform slope, of 0..0.0.1 before reaching the river. 

This study first involved a literature search and this was followed. by a . 

lIlodel st:udy~ Figure A-1 shows the final model oonfiguration with prototype 

dimensions recommended for the final. design • 

. The model was operated by the Froude ·model law at a length scale 0£1 :14.4. 

At the. design discharge of 170.0. ofs, a hydraulic jump formed just upstream of 

the blocks shown in Fig. A-1. This diffused the flo:w verY well so that at the 

traverse line marked B ... B in the figure (30 ft along the oenterline from the 

shore) the local mean velocity did not exceed the 4. fps requirement. At. a 

traverse along .A-A (15 ft into the river), local mean velocities up to about 

5 fps ocourred. (Velocities were all measured with the axis of the meter par

allel to the oenterline of the outlet struoture, but the meter is relatively 

insensitiVe to off-axis directions up to 10. or 15 deg.) If is is deSired to 

lIleet ·the 4 fps test along ~A, the entire structure should be moved 15 ft shore

ward, retaining the angles between guide walls at 7 deg and thus inoreasing 
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the a;r:ea at outlet. A hydraulic jwnp occurred at discharges down to about 

1000 cfs and the outlet velocity at these discharges would be correspondingly 

lower than at 1700 cfs. 

At the discharge of ~OO cfs, no 'jump occurred and most of the flow passed 

through the ywo central channels in Fig. A-1. However, local mean velocities 

were well below the 2 fps maximum along,the traverse J3-J3. The flow could be 

spread better at the lower discharges by using a transition structure at the 

pipe outlet. A typical structure is illustrated in the U. S. J3ureau of Recla

mation DeSign of Small Dams, 2nd Ed, 1973, p. 476. No transition structure 

was used in the model. 

:8. SEQ,UENeE OF WORK 

Work under the contract involved several phases. The first phase was a 

review of the literature to determine whether the outlet could be designed from 

available knowledge. This began on December 3, 1976 and was completed with a 

report submitted under date of December 20, 1976. That report, which included 

desi~ suggestions is reproduoed in the next part of this report (Part C). 

On the basis of the literature study, a model study was authorized of one 

of the proposed sohemes (Fig. c-4 of Part C). Authorization was received on 

Deoember 28, 1976 and the model was constructed and placed in operation on 

January 17, 1977. After some experimental reviSion of the model, a formal 

drawing was submitted on February 16, 1977 showing the desirable overall fea

tures of the outlet to aooomplish the objectives. Further experiments on de

tails of design were carried out for one more week and all model experiments 

were oompleted on February 23, 1977. Figure A-1 is the final recommendation 

of the model study and is to replace the drawing submitted on February 16, 1977, 

from which it differs only in details near the pipe exit. 

During the course of the model studies several groups of D.O.T. personnel, 

as well as accompanying persons from other agencies, observed the model in 

operation as background for eventual design for the outlet. 

The model study is desoribed in detail and the velocity profile measure

ments are displayed in Part D of this report. 
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C. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Literature Search 

More than ,0 sources were investigated seeking design information and 

about 30 of these were suffioiently useful to make some contribution to this 

deSign problem. Only a few of these were used direotly in the deSign, how

ever, and they will be oited subsequently where specific designs are sug

gested. 

The literature abounds with papers dealing with head loss for various 

kinds of expansions. J3ut there is very' little on the corre.sponding velocity 

distribution following the expansion. Most of the data available are for uni

form entrance velooity profiles to the expansion, and the authors of the papers 

warn that the kind of entranoe profile is very important in determining down

stream profiles and losses. Yet, very few papers deal with fully developed 

pipe entranoe profiles of the kind prevailing in this problem. Most of the 

data are for axially symmetrio or plane-wall diffusers in pipes. There is 

a little data for plane-walled channels. Practically no data are available for 

the transition from round pipe to open channel without a hydraulic jump. The 

most important parameters in expansion design are the area ratio between the 

expanded flow and the entrance flow and the length over which the expansion 

occurs. Most of the data are for area expansions of four or less whereas 

this problem involves an area expansion of at least five, as will be seen. 

De,s.pi te these defioiencies, much useful design data was found. .An attempt 

has been made to trust data only when it could be corroborated by at least , . 

two sources or, at least, by a favorable discussion of the paper reporting the 

data. On this basiS, it was possible to suggest several design ideas. These 

are presented in the following seotion. 

Desigp. Suggestions 

The c:d tical design parameters are the. maximum. discharge of 1700 cfs from 

a 12 ft diameter pipe to reach the river with no more than 4 fps maximum 

velocity. At lesser disoharges, the criteria are less severe. To obtain 4 fps 

maximum velocity at the river, the average velocity at the river must be less 

than 4 fps. Some possibilities are displayed in Table 1. 



Table 1 - Exit Areas at the River for 1700 cfs from 12 ft 
Diameter Pipe. 

v ~ Avg. pipe velooity ~ 15 fps. 
p 

v ~ Avg. velocity at exit to river oross sectional area at 
exit to river 

Y ::=: Maximl,lDl velocity at exit to river ::= 4 fps m 

~ V 
V fps _~-E. Nominal Exit Open Channel vrrfi A -. P V- oross seotion R.ydraulic Dia. , 

1.2 3·33 4·, 10 ft x 50 ft 29 
1·33 3~0 5 10 ft x 60 ft 30 
1.6 2·5 6 10 ft x 70 ft 31 
2.0 2.0 7.5 10 ft x 85 ft 32-1/3 

ft V7:2g, ft 

0.17 

0.14 
0.10 

0.06 

The first line in Table 1 refers to an aVe:t:'age value for fully de.veloped, 

uniform flow in a pipe or ohannel at high Reynolds numbers. It is usually be

lieved that 50 hydraulio diameters of the downstream pipe or ohannel are re

quired to oome olose to reestablishing this uniform flow pattern following an 

a1>rupt ohange suoh as a sharp inlet, an expansion, or a bend. If this outlet 

were designed as an abrupt expansion to an open channel of 10 ft by 50 ft OroSs 

seotion,·· about ·1450 feet would be required for the transition on this basis. 

If the expansion was to a pressurized channel, 850 ft would be required on a 

similar basis. 

The second and following lines in Table 1 are more likely to be achievable 

in a reasonable distance following flow expansion. For design purposes, 

VmfV = 1.33 has been chosen because it is believed from the liter~ture search. 

that this can be obtained with the designs contemplated. Also, as already 

noted, data in the literature are very scarce for area ratios larger than four 

so that even for the velocity ratio chosen, the available data has to be 

extrapolated a little. Thus, the channel entering the river is to have a 

nominal depth of 10 ft (corresponding to the river depth) and a width of 60 ft 

(57 ft would really be adequate). 
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Four possible sohemes have been sketohed in Figs. 0 .... 1 through 0-4 to 

acoomplish the transition. Figure 0-1 shows another abrupt expansion, but with 

the less severe requirement for velooity profile just outlined. Various 

authors give widely varying requirements for the distanoe L. Ohat'l1rVedi [1J 

would require 120 ft; Ball [2J would require 150 ft;and Idel'ohik [3] 300 ft 

(10 hydraulio diameters). If this soheme were adopted without test, nothing 

less than 300 ft should be used for I·. The head loss between the pipe and 

the river will be about 2.2 ft. Ball [2] has measured the fluctuating head 

near the pipe outlet and it appears this will be about ;t 2.1 ft. If this 

design is used, there should probably be a pressuri:zed roof from the pipe .out

let to at least half way to the river. Hewever, as soon as the discharge de

creases below about 1000 cfs (depending on the reughness ceefficient--n == 0.012' 

has been used herein), open channel flow conditions would prevail. Even with 

open channel flew, the depth will be subcri tical at exit frem the pipe, al

though it could be clese te critical there. Further downstream, as the vel

ocity profile develops, it will be more safely subcritical. It would perhaps 

be useful to provide air ventilatien pipes to the expanded section just down

stream of the pipe entrance. A refinement that is possible with this design 

is to place cusped cavities at the head end of the enlargement as shown by 

detted lines in Fig. 0-1 to enoourage establishment .of two stationary vertexes. 

This is supposed te stabilize the flow expansion, but ne geed data are avail

able to prove it [4J. It has alse been suggested that short, pyramidal divi

de~s be plaoed on the oerterline at the floor and ceiling just downstream of 

the pipe [5]; again, pertinent data are not te be feund. 

Figure 0-2 is a sketch .of a gradual expansion. The de13ign is largely based 

on Miller [6]. Miller recommends a minimum of 4 hydraulic diameters of down

stream pipe or channel beyond the diffuser to reotify the velooity profile. 

This would be a minimum of 120 ft for L ; probably 150 ft would be better. 

Thus, the total length of diffuser and straight section would be longer than 

required for an abrupt expansion. The compensating feature is. that the head 

loss would be less--not over 1 ft, but head loss is not a faotor in this 

design anyway. The head loss would be so small that the pipe would not flow 

full at the outlet. Hence, there would be no point in building a pressurized 

roof. 
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An attractive scheme for a shorter expansion using head loss baffles is 

presented in Fig. 0-3. The design is from a small-scale study by Smith and 

Yu. [7J for an open channel transition. The head loss will be about 2 ft so 

that the pipe will just about be full at exit and a pressurized roof might 

be used at maximum disoharge. However, at lesser discharges, the pipe would 

not be full at exit and an open channel situation will prevail. The downstream 

velooity distribution was only indicated schematically in the paper referred to 

so that this design should be ohecked by model study if it is to be adopted. 

A comparably short diffuser oan be obtained using splitters as shown in 

Fig. c-L~. The design is from Idel' chik [3] for reotangular ducts. Head loss 

is only about 0.5 ft from the pipe to the river so that open channel flow 

would prevail. A.T. Ippen in his chapter in Rouse [8J recommends a more con

sertati ve design with smaller a:ngles and longer transition of about 130 ft. 

This was based on a model study for a transition from a rectangular to a 

trapezoidal open ohannel. Again, this deSign should not be adopted without 

a model study to oheok velocity distribution. 

Another possibility for a short expansion is to use short guide vanes 

plaoed in the pipe exit. Data may be found in Idel'chik [3J. However, these 

vaneS have sophisticated shapeswhioh would be more difficult to form than 

the straight walls suggested in Figs. 0-1 to 0-4 and would be more subject 

to damage from debris. Such an expansion can be deSigned, however, if it is 

desired to go that way. 
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D. MODEL STUDY 

Design of Model 

Sinoe the outlet design involves mainly diffusion or spread. of the flow, 

Reynolds number is an important modeling parameter. But onoe the model 

Reynolds number is large enough, no purpose is served by making it larger. 

To operate the model with the same B.eynolds numer as in the prototype sewer 

would reqUire an impraotioably large model sinoe ad.equate model disoharges 

can only be obtained with water as a fluid. Furthermore, the sewer flow in 

the.outlet is mainly free surface with the possibility of hydraulic jumps at 

the larger discharges. Free surface flow is a gravity or Froude l~w phenomenon. 

Hence, it was deoided to operate the model in aooordanoe with the Froude law, 

maintaining a sufficiently high B.eynolds number to obtain faithful reproduction 

of turbulenoe spreading behavior. For this purpose, a length soale of 1 :14.4 

was seleoted. 

With the above length soaleJ the 12 ft sewer pipe was modeled with a 10 in. 

galvanized iron pipe. The original model soheme is shown in Fig. ]-1. A 

photographio view of the downstream end of the model is oontained in Fig. ]-2. 

(Some ohanges had been made from the original model shown in Fig. ]-1 by the 

. time this pioture was taken) • The 17 ft length of 1 ° in. pipe is equivalent 

to 20 pipe diameters at full flow, "Thich should be sufficient to produoe fully 

developed flow in thiel pipe oorresponding to that in the sewer. 

:By the Froude law, the oorresponding velocity and time soales are 1: V14.4 

or 1:3.8 and the di.soharge soale is 1 :(14.4).5/2 or 1:787. The mean velooity 

in the sewer for the design discharge of 1700 cfs is 1.5 fps. The oorresponding 

model velocity is .3.9.5 fps. The model pipe B.eynolds number is thus about 

300,000. This is adequate to aohieve satisfaotory reproduotion of all turbu

lence effeots in the model. At the lesser d.isoharge of .500 ofs, the model pipe 

Reynolds number will be a little less than 100,000, but this should still be 

adequate. 
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Model Operation 

Experiments were conducted initially on. the model shown in Fig. D-1. This 

was identified as model "A". It soon became apparent that at larg!3 discharges 

the maximum permissable outlet velooity would be exceeded at 1700c£s at some 

points in mddel "A". Hence, this configuration had to be modified. (Velooity 

measurements in model "A" are not shown in this report, but they are available 

in the project records.) 

Modification consistedo£ adding an additional dividing wall, reduoing the 

angle between walls to 7 deg so that the outlet struoture looked like the photo

graph in Fig. ]-2. This was called model "B ... 1". Model "B-1" met the design 

objective for maximum velocities and the most extensive velocity measurements 

were made on it. Horizontal velocity profiles taken in the river opposite the 

--outlet at about 1.8 ft below the water su:rface, at mid-depth, and at abou:b 1.8 ft 

above the bottom are shown for the critical discharges of 1700 and 500 cfs in 

Figs" ]-3 and D-4, and at about 1.8 ft below the surface (where the highest 

velocities occur) at discharges of 300, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, and 200'0 cfs in 

Figs. D-5 to D-10. 

The velocities shown in these and subsequent figures are averages taken 

over a 38 sec. prototype time. They are very repeatable. However, shorter 

time averages, which will be given later for the final design, show fairly 

large variations from these averages. The measured velocities are in the dir~ 

aotion of the outlet structure center wall and are all in the horizontal plane 

at each of the various depths. 

Tlle dividing walls in model "B-1" terminated at 96 ft from the pipe end 

as shown in Fig •. D-2; this was the distance to where the left wall of the outlet 

met the water line at the river bank. The structure designers expressed a 

desire to have all the walls carry to the shore line so as to achieve a better 

structure for blending with the environment. They also wante.d to move the 

structure riverward so that there would be only 96 ft from the pipe to where 

the oenter wall interseoted the water line at the river bank. These ohanges 

were made in the model so that it took. on essentially the oonfiguration show.n 

in Fig. A-i. (The two interior walls shown as beginning at 20 ft from the pipe 

end in Fig. A-1 were only 10 ft from the pipe end in this model, as they were 

in models "A" and "B-1", and roughness was provided by a number of nails sticking 

into the floor instead of using blocks as shown in Fig. A-i). This was model 
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":B-2" which is shown photographically in Fig. D~11. Velocity profiles shown 

for the disoharge of 1700 cfs in Fig. D-12 are too large wren measured at the 

same distanoe into the river as for the previous models (15 ft). This occurs 

because the model outlet area has been reduced, at the river line by moving 

the model closer to the river. Measurements at the same discharge of 1700 cfs 

but taken at 30 ft into the river are satisfactoxy, as shown in Fig. D-13. 

Subsequent to the changes described above to the outlet end of the structure, 

changes were made at the pipe end where the origin of the two interior walls 

were first moved from 10 to 15 ft from the end of the pipe, model "B-3", and 

then to 20 ft, model "B-4", so that the final model tests were made on the 

design exactly as shown in Fig. ~1. Velocity profiles are not shown here for 

model 11]-3" but at'e available in the pro j ect files; they meet the required 

objeotives on the travet'se line at 30 ft into the river •. The velooity profiles 

for model "B-4" are pt'esented in Figs. D-14 and D-15 for the discharges of 

1700 and ,00 cfs, respeotively, and they, too, meet the required objectives at 

the traverse line 30 ft into the river. 

Figures D-16 and D-17 show the maximum and minimum instantaneous velooities 

which were measured while t'eoording the averages shown in Figs. D-14 and D-15. 
The averages from the latter figures are also plotted fOr comparison. Large 

eddies cannot be avoided at high discharges and these are responsible for the 

high and low inst$.ntaneous velocities. It is not believed that these fluctUa

tions will be harmful to river traffic. 

Final tests on model "B-4" were performed to determine for which discharges 

superoritical flow would ocour at the pipe outlet followed by a hydraulic jump 

in the divided passages. This was the case down to about 1000 cfs. FOr smaller 

discharges there was no clear jump. (This explains why at lesser discharges 

most of the flow went into the center two channels without spreading.) BecauSe 

of varying roughness and ReynoldS number between model and prototype, the 

hydraulic jump may not occur at exactly the same discharges on the prototype. 

It should be observed that the model was operated without a roof; hence, 

there was always a free surface. If a roof is built with its under surface 

near the water level of the river pool, there will be surges or gulping associ

ated 'vi th the hydraulic jump and wi th river level changes. There should be a 

large air shaft in the vicinity of the junction of the pipe and outlet to 
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Fig. D-11 

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OUTLET END OF 
MODELS ]-2, ]-3 AND ]-4. 
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relieve possible positive and negative pressures. Also, the roof should be 

designed to withstand pressures of several feet of water, either pos;i;l;;ive or 

negative. As mentioned in Part C, Ball measured pressures of :!:' 2.1 ft of water 

at an outlet to a sudden expansion. 

These model study results have led to the recommendation in Part A and to 

the drawing in Fig. A-1. 




